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ABSTRACT
The field of visible-light continuous time series photometry is now at its golden age, manifested by the
continuum of past (CoRoT, Kepler), present (K2), and future (TESS, PLATO) space-based surveys
delivering high precision data with a long baseline for a large number of stars. The availability of
the high quality data has enabled astrophysical studies not possible before, including for example
detailed asteroseismic investigations and the study of the exoplanet census including small planets.
This has also allowed to study the minute photometric variability following the orbital motion in stellar
binaries and star-planet systems which is the subject of this review. We focus on systems with a main
sequence primary and a low-mass secondary, from a small star to a massive planet. The orbital
modulations are induced by a combination of gravitational and atmospheric processes, including
the beaming effect, tidal ellipsoidal distortion, reflected light, and thermal emission. Therefore, the
phase curve shape contains information about the companion’s mass and atmospheric characteristics,
making phase curves a useful astrophysical tool. For example, phase curves can be used to detect
and measure the mass of short-period low-mass companions orbiting hot fast-rotating stars, out of
reach of other detection methods. Another interesting application of phase curves is using the orbital
phase modulations to look for non-transiting systems, which comprise the majority of stellar binary
and star-planet systems. We discuss the science done with phase curves, the first results obtained so
far, and the current difficulties and open questions related to this young and evolving subfield.
Keywords: techniques: photometric — binaries: general — planetary systems
1. INTRODUCTION
Observational astrophysics is often led by technologi-
cal development. The availability of large CCDs at the
end of the 20th century combined with the development
of automated observatories has enabled wide field pho-
tometric surveys capable of simultaneously monitoring a
large number of stars. This has revolutionized the field of
variable stars and the wide range of astrophysics variable
stars make possible (Paczyn´ski 1997, 2000).
The first such surveys were initiated in the early 1990’s.
While some were designed and operated to obtain a cen-
sus of variable stars (e.g. ASAS, Pojmanski 1997), others
pursued a specific type of variability, such as microlensing
(OGLE, Udalski et al. 1992; MACHO, Alcock et al. 2000;
EROS, Aubourg et al. 1993), gamma ray burst optical
afterglow (ROTSE, Akerlof et al. 1999), and Supernovae
(BAIT, Richmond et al. 1993).
In the late 1990’s the discovery of short period gas gi-
ant planets orbiting Sun-like stars (e.g., Mayor & Queloz
1995; Butler et al. 1997) motivated constructing sur-
veys designed to detect the photometric transit signal
as a planet transits across the disk of its host star (e.g.,
HAT, Bakos et al. 2004; KELT, Pepper et al. 2007; TrES,
Alonso et al. 2004; Vulcan, Borucki et al. 2001; WASP,
Pollacco et al. 2006; XO, McCullough et al. 2005).
The success of the ground-based surveys has led to
carrying out similar surveys using dedicated space-based
telescopes, capable of reaching far greater photomet-
ric precision while conducting temporally uninterrupted
monitoring. The high-quality data delivered by space-
based surveys such as CoRoT (Auvergne et al. 2009) and
Kepler (Borucki et al. 2011; Borucki 2016) opened the
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door to scientific investigations that were not possible
before using ground-based data, showing again that ob-
servational astronomy is often dominated by the available
instrumentation. This is exemplified by the discovery of
small planets (e.g., Le´ger et al. 2009; Batalha et al. 2011;
Borucki et al. 2011) and the study of their occurrence
(e.g., Petigura et al. 2013; Burke et al. 2015; Winn &
Fabrycky 2015), and detailed asteroseismic studies (e.g.,
Gilliland et al. 2010; Chaplin et al. 2011; Chaplin &
Miglio 2013).
Another scientific investigation that was enabled by
space-based data is that of orbital phase curves — the
photometric variability induced by the orbital motion in
a two-body system. While phase curves were, and are,
observed from the ground as well, such observations are
done for systems that typically include compact objects
on short periods (e.g., Shakura & Postnov 1987; Maxted
et al. 2000; Gelino et al. 2001; Geier et al. 2007; Shporer
et al. 2007, 2010), where the photometric amplitudes are
orders of magnitude larger than in systems including reg-
ular stars and low-mass objects (from low-mass stars, to
brown dwarfs, to planets).
The detection of phase curve variability in two-body
systems containing regular stars and low-mass objects
down to the planet mass was discussed already before
space-based data were available (Jenkins & Doyle 2003;
Loeb & Gaudi 2003; Zucker et al. 2007; Pfahl et al. 2008).
In this review we discuss the first results from the study
of phase curves obtained by space-based surveys. We
focus on visible-light (optical) data, the wavelength range
where these surveys operate, and on systems with a Sun-
like main sequence primary star and low-mass secondary
down to the planet mass.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we de-
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scribe the physical processes inducing variability along
the orbital phase. In Sec. 3 we describe several ways
of using orbital phase curves as an astrophysical tool
while discussing the first results and current limitations
of each application (Sec. 3.1 – Sec. 3.3). We also show, in
Sec. 3.4, how the recent studies have revealed gaps in the
understanding of the phase curve shape and while this
has already led to improved understanding some gaps
still remain. In Sec. 4 we discuss future prospects and
we conclude with a summary in Sec. 5.
2. THE PHYSICAL PROCESSES INDUCING
PHOTOMETRIC VARIABILITY CORRELATED WITH
THE ORBIT
The physical process inducing variability along the or-
bit can be broadly divided into two classes: gravitational
processes and atmospheric processes. The gravitational
processes include two processes, the beaming effect, de-
scribed in Sec. 2.1, and tidal ellipsoidal distortion, de-
scribed in Sec. 2.2. The sinusoidal orbital modulation
induced by each of these two processes is independent
of the other hence they produce two phase modulation
components. The atmospheric processes also include two
processes, reflected light and thermal emission, described
in Sec. 2.3. However, we expect these two processes
to show the same phase modulation shape hence they
both contribute to a single atmospheric phase modula-
tion component. Therefore we have a total of three phase
modulations components, described in the subsections
below and presented schematically in Fig. 1. The ana-
lytic description of the beaming effect amplitude is rela-
tively precise, compared to the ellipsoidal distortion and
atmospheric phase components whose analytic descrip-
tion involves some approximations and assumptions.
2.1. The beaming effect (Doppler boosting)
The photometric beaming effect, also called Doppler
boosting, causes the observed flux of a celestial object to
be dependent on the relative radial velocity (RV) between
the object and the observer. It is composed of three pro-
cesses: Doppler shift, time dilation, and light abberation
(e.g., van Kerkwijk et al. 2010; Bloemen et al. 2011; Prsˇa
et al. 2016).
Assuming that vr  c, where vr is the object’s RV and
c is the speed of light, the transformation between the
emitted flux F0,ν at frequency ν to the observed flux Fν
is:
Fν = F0,ν(1 + αbeam,ν4
vr
c
) , (1)
where αbeam,ν is an order of unity coefficient discussed
in more details below.
Following the above, a variation in the RV leads to a
variation in the observed flux. In binary systems, where
the RV changes periodically as the two objects orbit the
common center of mass, this results in a corresponding
photometric modulation along the orbit. The shape of
the orbital flux modulation induced by the beaming ef-
fect is identical to that of the RV curve, albeit with op-
posite signs since the RV is defined to be positive when
the object is moving away from the observer, and that
motion causes a decrease in measured flux due to the
beaming effect. The photometric modulation induced by
the beaming effect reaches extrema at quadrature phases.
It is at maximum during the quadrature phase where the
target is moving towards the observer, and at minimum
at the quadrature where it is moving away, as illustrated
schematically in Fig. 1 by the red curve.
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Figure 1. Schematic light curve shape of the three orbital phase
components, including beaming (top, red, see Sec. 2.1), ellipsoidal
(middle, blue, see Sec. 2.2), and atmospheric (bottom, green, see
Sec. 2.3). As marked in the figure, phases 0.25 and 0.75 are quadra-
ture, phase 0.0 (and 1.0) is inferior conjunction, and phase 0.5
is superior conjunction. Conjunction phases are where eclipses
would occur if the two-body system is eclipsing. Primary eclipse,
or transit, would be at inferior conjunction and secondary eclipse
would occur at superior conjunction (e.g. Winn 2010). These light
curve shapes are simplistic and represent low order approximations.
They are plotted with the same amplitude and shifted vertically for
clarity. A circular orbit is assumed and the atmospheric component
includes both reflected light and thermal emission.
Following Eq. 1, a simple way to express the fractional
photometric amplitude of the beaming effect induced by
orbital motion in a binary system, Abeam, is
Abeam = αbeam4
KRV
c
, (2)
where the photometric amplitude is linear in the orbital
RV amplitude KRV of the same object, and αbeam is the
wavelength integrated αbeam,ν . Another way to express
Abeam is by using the system’s physical parameters:
Abeam = 0.0028 αbeam
(
P
day
)−1/3
×
(
M1 +M2
M
)−2/3(
M2 sin i
M
)
,
(3)
which is the photometric beaming amplitude in relative
flux of an object with mass M1 as it orbits a companion
with mass M2 at an orbital period P , and i is the orbital
plane inclination angle. In case where M2  M1 Eq. 3
can be approximated as:
Abeam ≈ 2.7 αbeam
(
P
day
)−1/3
×
(
M1
M
)−2/3(
M2 sin i
MJ
)
ppm ,
(4)
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where MJ is Jupiter mass and ppm stands for part per
million or 10−6.
We focus now on the αbeam coefficient. In bolometric
light αbeam ≡ 1 (e.g., Loeb & Gaudi 2003; Zucker et al.
2007)1, while in a finite wavelength range αbeam may de-
viate from unity. As the observed object moves in its
orbit the emitted photons are periodically blue shifted
and red shifted. Therefore the amount of observed pho-
tons per unit wavelength range modulates. This Doppler
shift may lead to a modulation in the total amount of ob-
served photons, depending on the shape of the transmis-
sion curve and the observed object’s spectrum. Whether
this increases or decreases the overall beaming amplitude
is quantified by the deviation of αbeam from unity.
The αbeam coefficient is closely related to the spectral
flux index. At a specific observed frequency it is (e.g.,
Loeb & Gaudi 2003; Zucker et al. 2007; van Kerkwijk
et al. 2010):
αbeam,ν =
1
4
(
3− d logFν
d log ν
)
. (5)
Numerical estimates of αbeam,ν can be done by using an
observed spectrum of the target spanning the photomet-
ric band, or, by using a synthetic spectrum. Assuming
(or approximating) the object is a blackbody allows to
determine αbeam,ν analytically:
αbeam,ν =
1
4
xex
ex − 1 , where x ≡
hν
kTeff
, (6)
where Teff is the object’s effective temperature, h is
Planck’s constant, and k is the Boltzmann constant.
αbeam is then calculated by integrating αbeam,ν across the
target’s spectrum weighted by the transmission curve.
We show in Fig. 2 the dependence of αbeam,ν on wave-
length and target’s effective temperature. The figure
shows how αbeam,ν increases for cooler stars and at
shorter wavelength.
2.1.1. The Photometric RM Effect (Rotational Doppler
Beaming)
The beaming effect impacts the light curve shape also
within eclipses. That effect can be perceived as the pho-
tometric analog of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect (RM;
Gaudi & Winn 2007), resulting from applying the beam-
ing effect to the rotating stellar surface of the star being
eclipsed.
As the eclipsed star is rotating, the beaming effect
causes the stellar surface brightness to depend on the
surface velocity component towards the observer. This
in turn makes the local surface brightness at a given po-
sition dependent on the distance from the stellar rotation
axis, and whether that position is on the hemisphere ro-
tating towards or away from the observer.
Therefore, as the eclipsing object is moving (or transit-
ing) across the disk of the star being eclipsed it generates
an anomalous photometric signal, analogous to the spec-
troscopic signal of the RM effect. This is referred to as
the Photometric RM effect (PRM; Shporer et al. 2012)
or rotational Doppler beaming (Groot 2012). Similarly
1 Some authors define αbeam to have a bolometric value of 4 (e.g.,
van Kerkwijk et al. 2010; Bloemen et al. 2011) thus eliminating the
prefactor of 4 from Eqs. 1 and 2.
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Figure 2. Contour plot showing the value of the beaming coeffi-
cient αbeam,ν as a function of wavelength λ (x-axis) and effective
temperature Teff (y-axis), while assuming a target with a black
body spectrum (See Eqs. 5 and 6). The αbeam,ν values are labeled
along the contours. For a target with a given Teff observed with a
given transmission curve αbeam is derived by integrating over the
wavelength axis while weighing the integral by the transmission
curve. The figure shows that αbeam,ν increases with decreasing
wavelength and decreasing temperature.
to the spectroscopic RM signal, the PRM signal holds in-
formation about the obliquity of the eclipsed star. This
effect was first discussed in the context of binaries con-
sisting of compact objects (Hills & Dale 1974), and then
in the context of binaries composed of regular stars and
high quality photometric data (Shporer et al. 2012; Groot
2012).
As mentioned above, the PRM effect causes a stel-
lar surface brightness distribution that is anti-symmetric
about the stellar spin axis. This is in addition to the
more well known surface brightness distribution due to
limb darkening, which has a radial symmetry about the
center of the stellar disk. In addition, for fast rotating
stars, with equatorial rotation velocity at the level of a
few 10 km s−1 and beyond (as measured for example for
hot early-type stars) the surface brightness distribution
is impacted also by gravity darkening following the stars’
oblate shape. The latter has an axial symmetry and
hence can also be used to measure the obliquity of stars
in eclipsing systems (Barnes 2009; Barnes et al. 2011;
Ahlers et al. 2015; Masuda 2015) although with some
degeneracies. Since the PRM-induced surface brightness
distribution is axially anti-symmetric and that of gravity
darkening is axially symmetric, measuring both can lift
some of the degeneracies involved with measuring only
one of them (Barnes et al. 2011). However, at the time
of this writing no measurement of the PRM effect was
reported in the literature.
2.2. Tidal ellipsoidal distortion
In binary systems where the two stars are sufficiently
close to each other the tidal force that one component
induces on the other is strong enough to tidally distort
the latter in a manner that generates photometric or-
bital modulations. The distorted star becomes slightly
ellipsoidal in shape, increasing the distance between the
stellar surface and its center along the line connecting the
centers of the two stars, and decreasing that distance on
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the plane orthogonal to that line. Regions on the stellar
surface that are farther away from the center experience
gravity darkening, where the decreased gravity leads to
decreased surface temperature and hence decreased sur-
face brightness compared to regions on the stellar sur-
face with a shorter distance to its center. This surface
brightness distribution causes a photometric modulation
along the orbit that reaches maximum at the two quadra-
tures, when the observer views the elongated profile of
the star(s) and reaches minimum at conjunctions when
the observers views the narrow profile of the star(s), as
shown schematically by the blue curve in Fig. 1. There-
fore, the photometric modulation is at the first harmonic
of the orbital period. The amplitude of the ellipsoidal
photometric modulation is approximated by the follow-
ing analytic expression:
Aellip ' αellipM2 sin i
M1
(
R1
a
)3
sin i = 13 αellip sin i
×
(
R1
R
)3(
M1
M
)−2(
P
day
)−2(
M2 sin i
MJ
)
ppm .
(7)
The analytic description equals the tidal force star 2
(companion) raises on star 1 (primary), divided by the
surface gravity of star 1, and the αellip coefficient ac-
counts for the stellar limb darkening and gravity darken-
ing:
αellip = 0.15
(15 + u)(1 + g)
3− u , (8)
where g is the gravity darkening coefficient and u the lin-
ear limb darkening coefficient. For a tabulation of these
coefficients values see Claret & Bloemen (2011).
Eq. 7 is a simplistic description, ignoring the impact
of higher order processes such as a phase lag of the tidal
bulge, non-synchronous rotation (when the stellar rota-
tion is faster than the orbit), misalignment between the
orbital angular momentum and stellar spin, and non-
circular orbits.
More accurate analytic descriptions of Aellip can be
found in, e.g., the studies of Morris (1985) and Morris &
Naftilan (1993, see also Kopal 1959 Chapter IV) showing
that Eq. 7 is the lowest order term in a Fourier series in-
cluding higher orders of R1/a. For photometric data with
a precision of about 1% Eq. 7 gives a sufficiently accurate
description. For higher quality data, obtained typically
by space-based photometric monitoring surveys, the data
occasionally show deviations from the simplistic descrip-
tion of Eq. 7 and require additional higher order terms
including additional harmonics (e.g., Jackson et al. 2012;
Esteves et al. 2013; Shporer et al. 2014).
2.3. Reflected light and thermal emission
As noted above, in this component of the orbital phase
modulation we include two processes: light from the pri-
mary star reflected off the companion’s atmosphere, and,
thermal emission due to heating of the companion’s at-
mosphere. Short-period systems are expected to have
circular orbits and a low-mass companion is expected to
be tidally locked where its rotation is synchronized with
the orbit (Mazeh 2008). Hence the orbital phase mod-
ulation of both reflected light and thermal emission are
expected to be sinusoidal and show a maximum at su-
perior conjunction and minimum at inferior conjunction
(see Fig. 1 green curve), while the amplitude depends on
the difference in reflectivity (albedo) and surface temper-
ature between the day-side hemisphere (facing the host
star) and night-side hemisphere (facing away from the
host star). We discuss deviations from this simplistic
view at Sec. 3.3.
Therefore we refer to the combined signal of these two
processes as the atmospheric phase component, while
the first two components described above (Sec. 2.1 and
Sec. 2.2) are gravitational in origin. A simple description
of this component is the following:
Arefl ' αrefl0.1
(
R2
a
)2
sin i = 57 αrefl sin i
×
(
M1
M
)−2/3(
P
day
)−4/3(
R2
RJ
)2
ppm ,
(9)
where the αrefl coefficient is an order of unity coefficient
that depends on the efficiency of atmospheric heat redis-
tribution and reflectivity.
For low-mass substellar companions to Sun-like hosts
the companion is much cooler than the primary. There-
fore this phase component is strongly dependent on
wavelength, where reflected light dominates the optical
phase curve and thermal emission becomes dominant
at longer wavelengths, in the infrared (IR). In fact, IR
phase curves are routinely being observed by the Spitzer
space telescope for short period gas giant planets (e.g.,
Knutson et al. 2008, 2012; Lewis et al. 2013; Wong
et al. 2016), where the amplitude is at the order of
0.1%, about 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than the
corresponding amplitude in the optical (e.g., Snellen
et al. 2009; Mazeh & Faigler 2010; Esteves et al. 2015;
Shporer & Hu 2015).
All the equations above describing the various photo-
metric amplitudes were derived while assuming the com-
panion is of low mass and any nuclear burning it may
have does not contribute to the light observed in the op-
tical. In case the companion is luminous then it will gen-
erate its own phase curve modulations and the observed
signal will be the superposition of the phase signals of
both stars in the system. Since those signals are offset
by half an orbit, the beaming and atmospheric compo-
nents from the two stars will act to destruct each other
while the ellipsoidal signal will be added constructively
(Zucker et al. 2007; Shporer et al. 2010).
Fig. 3 shows the amplitudes of the three phase compo-
nents as a function of period for a hypothetical system
with a 10 Jupiter mass and 1 Jupiter radius object or-
biting a star identical to the Sun in a circular orbit. It is
further assumed that the system has an orbital inclina-
tion angle of i = 60 deg and it is observed in the optical.
The figure shows that while all amplitudes decrease with
increasing orbital period the beaming amplitude deceases
the slowest as it has the weakest dependency on period.
2.4. Other orbital phase processes
The processes described in the above three sections
(Sec. 2.1–2.3) comprise the primary phase components
expected to contribute to orbital phase curve photomet-
ric variability. We discuss here additional smaller con-
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Figure 3. Photometric amplitude, in relative flux, of the three
phase components in optical phase curves as a function of orbital
period, in log-log scale. The amplitudes are calculated using Equa-
tions 3, 7, and 9, for a hypothetical system where a 10 Jupiter mass
and 1 Jupiter radius companion is orbiting a star with Solar prop-
erties in a circular orbit, viewed with an inclination angle of 60
degrees. The beaming, ellipsoidal, and atmospheric phase compo-
nents are plotted and labeled in red, blue, and green, respectively,
where the dependence on the orbital period, P , is also labeled.
The figure shows that the beaming phase component decreases the
slowest with increasing period.
tributions, induced by other processes or special circum-
stances.
2.4.1. Multi planet systems
When the primary star hosts more than a single com-
panion, for example in a multi-planet system, then the
phase curve signal becomes a superposition of the indi-
vidual orbital signals. Since multi-planet systems tend
to comprise of low-mass planets, at the Neptune mass
level and below (Latham et al. 2011) it is not likely that
orbital signals of the individual planets will be identified.
It might be possible, though, to measure the photomet-
ric signal when the signals from the individual planets
superpose constructively. Such a cumulative photomet-
ric signal can be sensitive to the average atmospheric
properties of the planets in the system, especially when
their radii are known from transit measurements (Kane
& Gelino 2013; Gelino & Kane 2014). A similar approach
was also applied to a multi planet system using RVs,
aimed at studying the planets’ mass and density (Weiss
et al. 2015).
2.4.2. Eccentric systems
When the orbit is non-circular the photometric sig-
nal becomes more complicated. For small eccentricity
the phase curve becomes asymmetric and includes higher
orbital harmonics. For high eccentricity most of the
photometric signal becomes focused around the perias-
tron (closest approach) phase. In these cases the light
curve can look similar in shape to that of an electro-
cardiogram, earning these objects the nickname “heart-
beat stars” (Thompson et al. 2012; Shporer et al. 2016b).
In many of these systems the stars show tidally excited
stellar pulsations throughout the entire orbit, resulting
from near resonances between multiples of the orbital
frequency and that of asteroseismic modes (e.g., Kumar
et al. 1995; Burkart et al. 2012; Fuller & Lai 2012), there-
fore these systems are astrophysical laboratories for the
study of stellar tides.
2.4.3. Exo-Trojan asteroids and stacked phase curves
Trojan asteroids are asteroids co-orbiting with a planet
at the orbit’s Lagrangian points L4 and L5, located about
60 degrees ahead and behind the planet. In the So-
lar System Jupiter has several thousand known Trojans
and some of the other Solar System planets have sev-
eral known Trojans as well. Given their position along
the orbit Exo-Trojans may show transits in the orbital
phase curves of transiting planets, leading and trailing
the transit by 0.17 in phase. However, an Exo-Trojan
transit signal is expected to be small given their small
size (with a non-spherical volume equivalent to that of a
sphere with radius of up to 100 km, and typically much
smaller). To try and overcome that challenge Hippke &
Angerhausen (2015) have stacked Kepler phase curves
of different systems. Such an approach allows to look
for Trojans statistically, in a sample of systems, but not
in individual systems. Hippke & Angerhausen (2015)
detect a small but statistically significant signal at the
phase position where Trojans are expected for a sample
of transiting planets on relatively long period beyond 60
days. This demonstrates the potential of the approach
of phase curve stacking, which was also used in a similar
way (although not exactly the same) by Hippke (2015)
to look for exo-moons, and by Sheets & Deming (2014)
to look for the optical secondary eclipse of small planets.
3. ASTROPHYSICAL USES OF OPTICAL PHASE CURVES
3.1. Probing the population of low-mass companions to
hot stars
The vast majority of the currently known exoplanet
population is orbiting Sun-like stars and low-mass stars,
with a spectral type range from mid-F to M. According to
the NASA Exoplanet Archive (Akeson et al. 2013) only
1.35 % of planet host stars have Teff > 6650 K, a fraction
that deceases to only 0.48 % for Teff > 7050 K. Fig. 4
shows the distribution and the distribution cumulative
function of known planet host stars Teff for planetary
systems with a dynamically measured planet mass. Com-
pared to a gradual increase in cool host stars frequency
with increasing Teff the distribution shows a sharp de-
crease beyond roughly 6250 K. This matches the Teff re-
gion where there is a fast transition between stars with
a convective layer and hot stars without it, suggesting it
is one of the reasons for the sharp decrease.
Indeed there are differences between spectra of convec-
tive Sun-like stars and that of non-convective hot stars.
For the latter the lack of a convective layer prevents
angular momentum to be transported away via stellar
winds, therefore hot stars retain their primordial angular
momentum (spin) and remain fast rotators throughout
their main sequence lifetime. The typical rotation rate,
V sin(I) (where V is the stellar equatorial rotation ve-
locity and I the stellar spin axis inclination with respect
to the normal to the sky plane), for early F stars is a few
10 km s−1, increasing to faster rotation rates for stars of
earlier spectral types (e.g., Gray 1982; Fekel 1997; Wolff
& Simon 1997; Abt et al. 2002). The increased rotation
6 Shporer
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Figure 4. Histogram of planet host stars effective temperature
(Teff) for planets with dynamically measured mass, as reported on
the NASA Exoplanert Archive (Akeson et al. 2013). The overplot-
ted black line is the cumulative function, normalized to a maximum
of 100 for visibility. The figure shows that while there is a grad-
ual increase in the frequency of planet host stars with increasing
Teff up to almost 6000 K, for hotter stars there is a sharp de-
crease with increasing Teff . That decrease is centered on the Teff
range where the stellar convective region decreases dramatically,
suggesting it is one of its causes. See text for further discussion.
The histogram does not include V0391 Peg (Silvotti et al. 2007),
with Teff = 29300 ± 500 K, for clarity, and KOI-55 (Charpinet
et al. 2011) where the detection of a planetary system was con-
tested (Krzesinski 2015).
rate of hot stars leads to rotationally broadened spec-
tral lines, which in turn quickly degrades the precision of
RV measurements, making it comparable to and larger
than the RV amplitude the host star is expected to show
due to an orbiting planet. Therefore, hot stars are inac-
cessible to high-precision RV measurements — the most
common method for dynamically measuring the mass of
planetary companions — leading to the poor knowledge
of the planet population hot stars host, in sharp contrast
to planets orbiting Sun-like hosts.
Another spectral difference making RV measurements
more challenging for hotter stars, although with a more
gradual dependence on Teff , is the decreasing number
of spectral lines with increasing Teff , resulting from the
increased number of ionized species in the stellar photo-
sphere.
There are of course other possible reasons that can
contribute to the small number of known planets orbit-
ing hot stars, like the increased stellar radius and mass
leading to a decreased transit and RV signal, for the same
planet. However, that should lead to a gradual decrease
in the host stars Teff distribution and not the observed
fast variation. Another possible reason can be a decrease
in the number of hot stars that were monitored by ex-
oplanet surveys. However, ground-based transit surveys
are brightness-limited and monitor all stars in the field,
and transit candidates are typically discarded only after
spectroscopic follow-up data show it does not allow mea-
suring the transiting planet’s mass. Finally, the observed
host star Teff distribution may reflect the intrinsic dis-
tribution, meaning planets orbiting hot stars are intrin-
sically less frequent than those orbiting Sun-like stars.
However, testing this hypothesis requires efficient meth-
ods to detect that planet population and support statis-
tical analyses.
Broad-band photometry is insensitive to the shape and
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Figure 5. Kepler phase folded light curve of Kepler-13. The
y-axis shows the relative flux in parts per million (ppm) relative to
the mean flux within the secondary eclipse, seen here at phase 0.5,
when the planet is fully eclipsed by the star. The figure is centered
on the phase modulation so the transit, at phase zero, is out of
scale. Kepler long cadence data is in gray points, overplotted by
a binned light curve in red circles (bins errors are comparable to
marker size and not plotted). The orbital phase modulation is
clearly seen in the un-binned data, with a full variability amplitude
at the order of 100 ppm. The data plotted in the figure is not
corrected for the blending of the planet host star with its visual
binary companion (Shporer et al. 2014).
number of spectral lines. Therefore, since orbital phase
curves are sensitive to the planet’s mass they can poten-
tially be used to probe the planet population orbiting hot
fast-rotating stars. In addition, as a population hot stars
are photometrically quiet, making them more accessible
to studying a low-amplitude photometric orbital signal.
A good example of the above is the Kepler-13A (KOI-
13, KIC 9941662) system, containing an A type host star
and a short period (1.76 day) massive gas giant planet
(Shporer et al. 2011; Szabo´ et al. 2011; Mazeh et al. 2012;
Mislis & Hodgkin 2012; Esteves et al. 2013; Placek et al.
2014). The transit was detected in Kepler data but the
star’s fast rotation (V sin(I) = 76.6± 0.2 km s−1, John-
son et al. 2014) prevents obtaining RVs precise enough
to detect the star’s orbital motion induced by the tran-
siting companion, as shown by Santerne et al. (2012)
who were only able to place an upper limit on the RV
variability. Still, the latter proved that the companion’s
mass is planetary. In fact, Kepler-13 is a four body sys-
tem. It is a visual binary system composed of two almost
identical A stars, Kepler-13A and Kepler-13B, with an
angular separation of 1.15′′(Adams et al. 2012; Law et al.
2014; Shporer et al. 2014). Kepler-13A is the transiting
planet host and Kepler-13B hosts a non-eclipsing stellar
companion (Kepler-13BC) on a 65.8 day orbit (Santerne
et al. 2012; Johnson et al. 2014).
Fig. 5 shows the phase folded Kepler light curve of
Kepler-13. The figure focuses on the phase curve vari-
ability and secondary eclipse so the transit is out of the
figure’s y-axis scale. The light curve is plotted in relative
flux, relative to the flux during the secondary eclipse.
The Kepler-13 phase curve was analyzed by several
authors (Shporer et al. 2011; Mazeh et al. 2012; Mislis
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& Hodgkin 2012; Esteves et al. 2013; Placek et al. 2014;
Shporer et al. 2014; Esteves et al. 2015) who used the
amplitudes of the two gravitational phase components,
the beaming effect and the tidal ellipsoidal distortion,
to estimate the transiting companion’s mass. There are
several factors that contribute to the uncertainty on the
derived mass using this method:
• Photometric data quality: This determines how
precise the phase curve shape is measured and in
turn the precision of the amplitudes of the beam-
ing effect and tidal ellipsoidal distortion. The data
quality is typically determined by the photomet-
ric precision of individual measurements, the total
amount of measurements, and their time span. The
exposure time does not directly affect the overall
data quality, since phase curves show a relatively
slow photometric variation, at the time scale of the
orbit, which is a few orders of magnitude longer
than the typical exposure times used in photomet-
ric surveys (e.g., 1 and 30 minutes for Kepler and
K2).
• Host star physical understanding: The di-
rectly measured quantities, the photometric ampli-
tudes of the phase curve components, depend on
the planet’s mass and also the host’s stellar param-
eters, specifically stellar mass, radius, and temper-
ature (see Equations 3 – 8). Therefore, measuring
the planet’s mass requires a physical understand-
ing of the host star. This is also the case in other
methods designed to measure the planet’s proper-
ties, like the measurement of the planet mass with
the RV method and the planet radius with the tran-
sit method.
• Blending: When a target’s PSF is fully or par-
tially blended with that of another star the tar-
get’s photometric variability is diluted, decreasing
the measured variability amplitude (and may even
lead to confusion as to the true source of the vari-
ability). This in turn leads to a downward bias in
the measured planet’s mass. Photometric surveys
are typically designed to allow some dilution in or-
der to obtain a wide field of view and monitor a
large number pf stars (e.g., Kepler pixels stretch
3.98′′ and the PSF is a few pixels wide, while the
FOV area is 105 deg2; Koch et al. 2010). There-
fore when measuring photometric variability one
always should consider the possibility of blending.
For transit surveys this is routinely done by looking
for variation in the center of light position (Bryson
et al. 2013) and carrying out high angular reso-
lution imaging of the targets (e.g., Everett et al.
2015; Baranec et al. 2016; Furlan et al. 2017). The
uncertainty on the amount of blending then propa-
gates into the measurement of the corrected, or de-
blended, photometric variability, and from there to
the planet’s mass estimate.
• Incomplete orbital phase curve understand-
ing: The description given in Sec. 2 of the var-
ious phase components contains some approxima-
tions and assumptions. Those may not always hold,
leading to a possible bias in the photometric am-
plitudes measurement. In addition, as described in
Sec. 2.4 there may be additional processes or higher
order effects impacting the phase curve shape. It
is difficult to estimate how this contributes to the
planet mass uncertainty, especially since this is a
young method. Some examples of the incomplete
understanding of phase curves and deviations from
the simplistic picture painted in Sec. 2 are discussed
in Sec. 3.4.
Specifically for Kepler-13Ab, the target is relatively
bright (Kp = 9.96 mag) and photometrically quiet, so the
minute orbital modulations are clearly seen and precisely
measured (see Fig. 5). Still, the planet mass has a wide
range of estimated values in the literature, from about 5
to 12 MJ (Shporer et al. 2011; Mazeh et al. 2012; Mislis
& Hodgkin 2012; Esteves et al. 2013; Placek et al. 2014;
Shporer et al. 2014; Esteves et al. 2015). This is due to
the latter three factors described above.
The stellar parameters have changed significantly from
the initial estimate in the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC;
Brown et al. 2011), based on wide band photometry, to
the estimate based on the target’s spectrum (Shporer
et al. 2014). That is not surprising since the KIC val-
ues were designed to be accurate for Sun-like stars, and
have decreased accuracy for hot stars and low-mass stars
(Brown et al. 2011).
The amount of blending, and the blending uncertainty,
have also evolved considerably when the spectroscopic
and imaging data became available. Shporer et al.
(2014) estimated the blending and the blending uncer-
tainty based on the spectra of the two visual binary com-
ponents, Kepler-13A and Kepler-13B, while integrating
over the Kepler bandpass.
Finally, a few authors have noticed that the two planet
mass estimates, one based on the beaming effect ampli-
tude and the second based on the tidal ellipsoidal dis-
tortion amplitude, are statistically discrepant (Shporer
et al. 2011; Mazeh et al. 2012; Shporer et al. 2014).
This points to an incomplete understanding of the or-
bital phase curve and is discussed in detail in Sec. 3.4.
Shporer et al. (2014) have attempted to account for all
contributions to the planet mass uncertainty as described
above, and derived an estimated range of 4.94 – 8.09 MJ,
covering the two discrepant mass estimates based on
the beaming effect and tidal ellipsoidal distortion am-
plitudes.
The discovery and mass measurement of planets or-
biting hot stars is important not only on its own right,
but also because it allows the opportunity for more de-
tailed follow-up studies of planets in a different envi-
ronment. At the time of discovery Kepler-13A was the
hottest and fastest rotating star known to host a short
period gas giant planet and Kepler-13Ab was the gas gi-
ant planet with the hottest known atmosphere. This has
motivated the investigation of the planet’s atmosphere
using both ground-based and space-based observatories
(Shporer et al. 2014; Beatty et al. 2016), and the mea-
surement of the host star obliquity (Barnes et al. 2011;
Johnson et al. 2014).
To complete the discussion we list below other photo-
metric methods capable of probing low-mass companions
to hot stars and measuring the companion mass, thereby
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going beyond the reach of the RV method. We note that
all methods below are sensitive to companions at wide
orbits, from about 1 au and beyond, while phase curves
are sensitive to companions on short orbital periods, at
a few days and weeks.
• Stellar pulsation phase modulation. This
method uses the time delay of photometrically-
measured stellar pulsations due to light travel time
along the orbit (Silvotti et al. 2007; Shibahashi &
Kurtz 2012; Balona 2014; Murphy et al. 2014; Mur-
phy & Shibahashi 2015; Kurtz et al. 2015; Murphy
et al. 2016a,b). It requires stars with stable pulsa-
tions, like delta Scuti (δ Sct) pulsators which are
A stars positioned on the H-R diagram where the
instability strip intersects with the main sequence.
The measured signal increases with increasing or-
bital period as that increases the number of stellar
pulsations per unit orbital phase.
• Astrometry. Precise astrometric measurements
are sensitive to the sky-projected orbital motion
of the host star as it orbits the system’s center of
mass. As this method measures a two-dimensional
projection of the orbital motion, as opposed to a
one-dimension projection with the RV method, it
gathers more information about the orbit. This
translates to a measurement of both the companion
mass M2 and orbital inclination i, instead of the
so-called minimum mass, M2 sin(i), measured with
the RV method. Perryman et al. (2014, see also
Sozzetti et al. 2001, 2014; Ranalli et al. 2017) have
done a thorough analysis of the predicted yield of
the Gaia mission data (Perryman et al. 2001; Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016) and found it is expected
to be sensitive to low-mass companions down to the
Jupiter mass level at orbits with semi-major axes
of a few au.
• Gravitational microlensing. The directly mea-
sured quantity is the system’s mass ratio, measured
from an anomalous transient photometric signal
generated when the light from a distant star (the
source) passes within the gravitational field of a
star-planet system (the lens). Although it provides
less information about the system than methods
based on detecting an orbital periodic signal, it is
sensitive to low-mass planets, down to about Earth
mass using ground-based surveys (e.g., Gaudi 2012)
and expected to reach below 0.1 Earth mass in
space-based surveys (Spergel et al. 2015). Simi-
larly to the other methods mentioned above, mi-
crolensing is sensitive to planets on wide orbits, at
about 1 – 10 au. One caveat of using photometric
microlensing surveys to detect low-mass compan-
ions to hot stars is that they are volume limited
surveys, hence the fraction of hot stars is small fol-
lowing the initial mass function and the decreasing
stellar lifetime with increasing stellar mass. For
example, the NASA Exoplanet Archive currently
lists 26 planet host stars detected by microlensing
and with a mass uncertainty below 0.15 M. The
mass of all those host stars is measured to be below
1.2 M, and for ≈ 90% of them the mass is below
0.75 M.
3.2. Detecting non-transiting systems
Photometric phase modulations are of course present
also when the system does not show transits (or eclipses).
Therefore, they can be used to detect companions (al-
most) independently of the system’s orbital inclination,
similarly to RV surveys. The geometric probability of
an eclipse, or transit, in a binary or star-planet system
equals the sum of the two objects’ radii divided by the
distance between them at conjunction. In a circular or-
bit the distances during superior and inferior conjunc-
tions are the same, while they differ in an eccentric orbit
leading to different probabilities between primary eclipse
and secondary eclipse. For a Sun-like host and a low-
mass companion in a circular orbit this probability is
about 10% for a 4-day orbit, dropping to 5% at 10 days
and below 3% at 30 days. Therefore the vast majority of
systems are not eclipsing, motivating designing methods
targeting non-eclipsing systems.
On the other hand, photometric surveys simultane-
ously monitor many stars. The Kepler mission for exam-
ple has simultaneously monitored close to 200,000 stars
(e.g., Borucki 2016; Coughlin et al. 2016; Twicken et al.
2016). The combination of sensitivity to systems with
a wide range of orbital inclination and the simultaneous
monitoring of a large number of stars is a fundamental
advantage this innovative approach has over the tradi-
tional RV and transit surveys. In addition, using pho-
tometry allows access to host stars not accessible to RV
surveys, like hot and fast rotating stars (as discussed in
the previous section).
This approach was described in detail by Faigler &
Mazeh (2011) who presented the BEER algorithm, de-
signed to detect light curves with photometric modula-
tions that are likely to be orbital phase modulations of
non-eclipsing systems. The algorithm is based on the fact
that each of the three phase components (See Sec. 2) can
be approximated by a sinusoidal modulation. As shown
in Fig. 1, assuming phase zero to be at inferior conjunc-
tion the beaming and atmospheric components are a sine
and cosine modulations, respectively, at the orbital pe-
riod, and the ellipsoidal component is a cosine at the first
harmonic of the orbital period. The two cosine compo-
nents (atmospheric and ellipsoidal) are expected to have
negative coefficients (or amplitude) and the sine compo-
nent (beaming) a positive coefficient.
The algorithm consists of a period search, the orbital
period, where for each trial period the phase folded light
curve is fitted with a double harmonic model, composed
of a sinusoidal component at the trial period and a second
sinusoidal component at the first harmonic (e.g., Shporer
& Mazeh 2006; Shporer et al. 2007).
The fitting is done in two steps. In the first step a
linear 5-parameter model is fitted:
f(t) = a0 + a1c cos(
2pit
P
) + a1s sin(
2pit
P
)
+ a2c cos(
2pit
P/2
) + a2s sin(
2pit
P/2
),
(10)
where t is time with an arbitrary zero point. Since the
phase curve is not expected to have a sine component
at the first harmonic but only a cosine component, after
the fit is done the time t is set to t′, a time with a zero
point that brings a2s to zero while a2c is negative (see
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more details in Faigler & Mazeh 2011).
Then in the second step of the fitting a linear 4-
parameter model is fitted:
f(t′) = a′0 + a
′
1c cos(
2pit′
P
) + a′1s sin(
2pit′
P
)
+ a′2c cos(
2pit′
P/2
).
(11)
In this fit the coefficients a′1c, a
′
1s, and a
′
2c correspond to
the atmospheric, beaming, and ellipsoidal phase compo-
nents, respectively.
The resulting coefficients are then tested. First, a′1c is
expected to be negative and a′1s is expected to be pos-
itive. Second, as shown by Equations 4 and 7 both the
beaming and ellipsoidal photometric amplitudes depend
linearly on the companion mass. Therefore, assuming
M2 M1, their ratio is a quantity that does not depend
on the companion’s mass, or any other intrinsic property
of the companion, but only on the host star properties
and the orbital parameters:
R ≡ Aellip
Abeam
=
5
αellip
αbeam
(
R1
R
)3(
M1
M
)−4/3(
P
day
)−5/3
sin i.
(12)
Therefore, the observed ratio (a2c/a1s) is compared to
the expected ratio R, resulting in a likelihood L(P ) of
the fitted beaming and ellipsoidal modulations to be the
result of an orbiting companion at period P . The value
assigned to each period P in the BEER periodogram is
the model’s goodness-of-fit multiplied by the likelihood
L(P ), where the goodness-of-fit is taken to be the ratio
of the model rms and the residuals rms (Faigler & Mazeh
2011).
Fig. 6 shows two examples of using the BEER al-
gorithm to detect a non-eclipsing companion in Kepler
data, for KIC 9512641 (left panels; P = 4.65 day) and
KIC 8016222 (right panels; P = 3.49 day), taken from
Faigler et al. (2012). The figure shows the BEER pe-
riodograms (top row panels), Kepler phase folded light
curves (mid row panels), and RV confirmation (bottom
row panels). A visual inspection of the Kepler phase
folded light curve of KIC 9512641 (mid left panel) shows
it has a double peak sinusoidal structure, hence it is dom-
inated by the ellipsoidal modulation. The two maxima
are not equal as a result of the beaming modulation, and
the two minima are not equal due to the atmospheric
phase component. The light curve of KIC 8016222 (mid
right panel) shows a somewhat different shape, where
the second peak (at phase 0.75) is completely suppressed
since the beaming component is comparable in amplitude
to the ellipsoidal component. These two examples show
that phase curves induced by an orbiting companion do
not all have a similar schematic shape, like for example
eclipse or transit light curves.
Close examination of Eq. 12 shows that it can be used
to estimate the orbital inclination, since all other param-
eters in that equation are either directly measured (P ,
Abeam, Aellip) or derived from characterizing the host star
(M1, R1, αbeam, αellip). This results from Abeam being
dependent on M2 sin i (see Eq. 4) while Aellip depends
on M2 sin
2 i (see Eq. 7), allowing in principle to measure
M2 and sin i independently in a non-eclipsing system.
However, in practice this turns out to be difficult since
it requires precise estimates of the host star’s radius and
mass as well as the αbeam and αellip coefficients. It is also
hindered by deviations of the phase components from
the simplistic model presented in Sec. 2, as discussed in
Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4.
The expected sensitivity of the Kepler data to orbit-
ing companions using the BEER approach was estimated
by Faigler & Mazeh (2011) and Shporer et al. (2011)
in different ways. They both reach a similar conclu-
sion, when extrapolating to the entire Kepler data, that
this method will be sensitive to short period compan-
ions, within P ≈ 10 days, with mass down to a few
Jupiter mass. This encompasses a region in P and M2
parameter space that is known to be intrinsically sparsely
populated, including short period massive planets (e.g.,
Bakos et al. 2007, 2012) and the brown dwarf desert (e.g.,
Grether & Lineweaver 2006; Deleuil et al. 2008; Bouchy
et al. 2011; Bayliss et al. 2017). This is visually seen
in Fig. 7, showing the companion mass M2 against the
primary mass M1 for systems with P < 30 day and a
companion mass in the range of 1 < M2 < 120 MJ in-
cluding massive planets, brown dwarfs, and small stars.
It is visually clear that the occurrence rate drops signifi-
cantly above a few Jupiter mass, and even more so above
≈ 10 MJ.
Therefore, the BEER approach is sensitive to an in-
trinsically rare population of objects, of which RV and
transit surveys over the last few decades have yielded
only about two dozen (Fig. 7). That, combined with the
advantage of this approach over RV and transit surveys,
as discussed earlier, makes detecting brown dwarfs and
massive planets at short periods one of the primary sci-
entific motivations for applying the BEER approach to
the large number of high quality light curves obtained
by space-based photometric transit surveys. Increasing
the small known sample of those objects is important for
the study of formation and orbital evolution processes of
both stars and planets (e.g., Armitage & Bonnell 2002;
Bate 2009; Jumper & Fisher 2013; Ma & Ge 2014).
Another scientific motivation is the detection of an-
other rare population, that of short period compact ob-
ject companions to regular stars (e.g., Cowley 1992; Mc-
Clintock & Remillard 2006; Shporer et al. 2007; Orosz
et al. 2007). A compact object companion is expected
to induce relatively large beaming and ellipsoidal photo-
metric modulation amplitudes while not showing an at-
mospheric phase component, and, a compact object will
not appear in the optical spectrum of the system.
Beyond detecting rare objects, the BEER approach can
detect large samples of short period stellar binaries from
a single survey (e.g., CoRoT and Kepler), leading to well
defined samples. Those can provide input to statistical
studies of that population, for example its period and
mass ratio distributions (e.g., Duquennoy & Mayor 1991;
Mazeh et al. 1992; Raghavan et al. 2010; Tal-Or et al.
2015).
BEER detections are considered as candidates and re-
quire RV follow-up, to check that the photometric signal
is due to an orbiting companion, measure the orbit and
derive the companion’s mass (or mass ratio) indepen-
dently of the photometry. Similarly to RV follow-up of
transit candidates, the orbital ephemeris is known from
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Figure 6. Two examples of a detection of a non-eclipsing companion by applying the BEER algorithm (Faigler & Mazeh 2011) to Kepler
data. KIC 9512641 (P = 4.65 day) is shown in the left panels and KIC 8016222 (P = 3.49 day) in the right panels. Figures adopted from
Faigler et al. (2012). Top: BEER periodograms. Mid: Phase folded light curves (blue) in relative flux, overplotted by the BEER model
(red line). Residuals are shown at the bottom of each panel. Bottom: Phase folded radial velocity curves (measurements in blue, fitted
Keplerian model in black, residuals at the bottom). The top two rows (periodograms and phase folded light curves) present the photometric
detection of a non-eclipsing companion, and the bottom row shows the RV confirmation. The minimum mass of KIC 9512641 secondary is
147± 10 MJ and of KIC 8016222 it is 90± 6 MJ (Faigler et al. 2012).
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Figure 7. Companion mass (in Jupiter mass; logarithmic scale) as a function host star mass (in Solar mass; linear scale), for short period
systems (P < 30 d) with companions in the 1 – 120 MJ range, including massive planets, brown dwarfs, and low-mass stars. Transiting
companions are marked by red circles and non-transiting companions where only a lower limit on their mass is known (minimum mass,
M2 sin i) are marked by blue triangles. Objects marked by a diamond were detected through their photometric phase modulations by
the BEER algorithm, or have phase modulations that allow detecting them even if they were not transiting. Those include Kepler-76b
(bottom part of the diagram; Faigler et al. 2013), Kepler-13Ab (right part of the diagram; Shporer et al. 2014), and 12 objects, detected
using BEER, at the top part of the diagram (2 from Faigler et al. 2012 and 10 from Tal-Or et al. 2015) of which some are brown dwarf
candidates and others are close to the hydrogen burning mass threshold (companion minimum mass was not reported by Tal-Or et al.
2015 and we derived it here from their reported orbital period, primary RV amplitude, and primary mass). Error bars were not plotted to
avoid cluttering the figure. The typical precision on M1 and M2 is 5–15%. The figure shows the decreased occurrence of companions in
the brown dwarf mass range compared to planets (and stellar companions, although those are not shown), and that using phase curves to
detect short period companions is already starting to fill that void. The figure also shows the decreased occurrence of companions around
low-mass stars, believed to be astrophysical since the RV orbital amplitude increases with increased companion mass and decreased host
star mass, and the decreased occurrence of companions around massive stars, which is at least partially an observational bias since massive
stars are not accessible to high precision RV measurements at the level required to measure the companion’s mass. Data taken from the
NASA Exoplanet Archive and the literature.
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photometry which significantly decreases the number of
RVs needed to measure the orbit.
The RV confirmation is essential since the photomet-
ric detections are prone to astrophysical false positives,
where the detected photometric modulation is not due
to an orbiting companion. Such false positive scenarios
include:
• Stellar activity: The combination of stellar rota-
tion and non-uniform spots surface distribution re-
sults in sinusoidal photometric modulations at the
rotation period (e.g., Hartman et al. 2011; Irwin
et al. 2011; McQuillan et al. 2014). The shape of
activity-induced modulations can mimic the shape
of a phase curve modulation induced by an or-
biting companion as the two phenomena are sinu-
soidal and overlap in period and photometric am-
plitude. However, as the spots evolve the photo-
metric modulation amplitude and phase vary, un-
like the constant orbital signal. Therefore, identify-
ing this false positive scenario requires looking for
changes in the periodic signal over time. This can
be done for example by comparing results from dif-
ferent subsets of the data or using a wavelet-based
approach (Bravo et al. 2014). Since the level of
activity depends on the star’s convective layer size
this false positive scenario is expected to occur for
M to late-F type stars and not likely to occur for
early-F type and hotter stars.
• Seismic pulsations of evolved red giant stars:
While asteroseismic pulsations of main sequence
stars are at a timescale of minutes (e.g., Chaplin
et al. 2011; Chaplin & Miglio 2013; Chaplin et al.
2014), seismic pulsations of evolved red giant stars
are at a time scale of days, following their larger
radii and lower density, and they show sinusoidal
modulations with amplitudes similar to that of or-
bital modulations (e.g., Hekker et al. 2009; Davies
& Miglio 2016; Sharma et al. 2016). Therefore,
such pulsations can be a source of a false positive
scenario. Possible ways to identify this scenario,
or at least flag BEER detections as suspicious, are
to look for a multi periodic signal (following radial
and non-radial pulsation modes), and examine the
stellar properties.
• Non-seismic stellar pulsations: Some types of
pulsating stars show sinusoidal periodic light curve
variability with a similar period and amplitude to
that of orbital modulations. These include for ex-
ample gamma Doradus (γ Dor) pulsators, with a
period of about 1 day driven by convective blocking
(e.g., Guzik et al. 2000; Balona et al. 2011), and δ
Sct pulsators with a period of several hours driven
by variations in He II ionization (e.g., Balona &
Dziembowski 2011; Balona et al. 2015). Similarly
to the above, possible ways to identify this sce-
nario are looking for a multi periodic signal, fol-
lowing radial and non-radial pulsation modes, and
examine the stellar properties, as each class of pul-
sating stars has specific properties. In the exam-
ples above both types are located in the HR dia-
gram close to the intersection of the instability strip
with the main sequence (e.g., Dupret et al. 2004;
Grigahce`ne et al. 2010; Kahraman Alic¸avus¸ et al.
2016). δ Sct stars are typically slightly hotter than
γ Dor stars although some stars show both pulsa-
tion patterns (e.g., Grigahce`ne et al. 2010; Balona
& Dziembowski 2011; Balona et al. 2015; Bradley
et al. 2015).
In addition to the above, as mentioned in Sec. 3.1
blending decreases the observed photometric variability
amplitude which can bias the interpretation of the de-
tected signal.
A systematic search through available light curves and
RV follow-up of BEER candidates is ongoing. Faigler
et al. (2012) have detected 7 non-eclipsing low-mass com-
panions, two of which close to the hydrogen burning mass
threshold (see Fig. 7). Tal-Or et al. (2015) have identified
70 binary companions using the AAOmega multi-fiber
spectrograph (Lewis et al. 2002), and another program
using the WIYN/Hydra multi-fiber spectrograph is on-
going (Shporer et al. 2016a). The study of Tal-Or et al.
(2015) is the first demonstration of using the BEER ap-
proach and RV follow-up for detecting a large sample
of short period binaries for statistical studies, and, it de-
tected two brown dwarf candidates along with a few other
objects close to the minimum mass needed for hydrogen
burning (see Fig. 7).
An especially interesting discovery was done by Faigler
et al. (2013) who discovered Kepler-76b, a 2.00± 0.26MJ
transiting planet detected through the systems’s phase
curve modulation when applying BEER to Kepler light
curves. This discovery demonstrates the potential of the
BEER approach for detecting massive planets.
Fig. 7 shows how the first RV follow-up campaigns
mentioned above (Faigler et al. 2012; Tal-Or et al. 2015)
are already starting to increase the amount of known
objects belonging to the intrinsically rare population
of short period low-mass companions. These first RV
follow-up campaigns are aimed also at obtaining better
understanding of the false positive scenarios of this young
approach in order to improve its success rate at identi-
fying low-mass companions. Tal-Or et al. (2015) showed
that for high quality candidates (referred by Tal-Or et al.
2015 as Priority 1 candidates) the false positive rate is
< 50%, and improves further when considering candi-
dates beyond a certain period and companion minimum
mass threshold. That rate is expected to improve in the
future as better understanding of this method and the
false positive scenarios is gained.
3.3. Atmospheric characterization
The atmospheric phase curve component provides a
one dimensional longitudinal map of the companion sur-
face brightness (assuming tidal locking). Therefore it is
a rich source of information about the companion’s at-
mosphere. In comparison, a secondary eclipse (when the
companion moves behind the primary and is completely
occulted) measures only the brightness of the compan-
ion’s day-side hemisphere, although it is complementary
to the information retrieved from a phase curve.
In the IR, orbital phase curves of short period gas giant
planets (so called hot Jupiters) have been obtained by
Spitzer over the last decade, and their morphology is used
for constraining the planetary atmosphere dynamics and
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composition (e.g., Knutson et al. 2007, 2012; Zellem et al.
2014; Wong et al. 2016).
One of the prominent features identified in IR phase
curves is a phase shift between the phase of maximum
flux and superior conjunction (phase of secondary eclipse
for eclipsing systems), where the maximum flux appears
before superior conjunction (e.g., Knutson et al. 2007,
2009; Crossfield et al. 2010; Zellem et al. 2014), indicating
that the atmosphere’s hottest longitude is located east-
ward of the substellar point. This phase shift depends
on the interplay between the time scales of advective and
radiative processes. Those determine the fraction of the
heat irradiated on the day-side hemisphere that is rera-
diated away, the fraction that gets deposited into the
planet, and the efficiency of heat distribution around the
planet from the day-side to the night-side hemispheres.
The observed phase shifts in the IR are explained by
theoretical models put forth before the IR observations
were made (e.g., Showman & Guillot 2002; Cho et al.
2003; Fortney et al. 2006), where fast winds along the
planet’s equator transport heat eastward from the sub-
stellar point, generating a so called hot spot. That hot
spot rotates into the observer’s view before the substellar
point therefore causing the phase of maximum flux (in
the IR) be earlier than the superior conjunction.
While in the IR the atmospheric processes completely
dominate the phase curve, with an amplitude at the or-
der of 0.1% in relative flux for hot Jupiter systems, in
the optical the atmospheric phase component amplitude
is typically at a similar order of magnitude as the other
two gravitational phase components. Hence all phase
components need to be accounted for, either by fitting
for their amplitudes or fixing them based on external in-
formation such as the planet mass (or the system mass ra-
tio) derived from an RV-measured Keplerian orbit. Such
analysis was done by several authors for a sample of
known transiting hot Jupiters (Esteves et al. 2013, 2015;
Angerhausen et al. 2015; von Paris et al. 2016), and a
phase shift of the atmospheric component was identified
in some of the phase curves.
For three of these planets, Kepler-7b, Kepler-12b, and
Kepler-41b, the optical phase curves are dominated by
the atmospheric component, while the two gravitational
components’ amplitude are an order of magnitude or
more smaller and at the data noise level. Therefore these
phase curves allow a direct view of the atmospheric phase
component shape, independent of any approximations
done in determining the shape of the other components
(see also Sec. 2.2 and Sec. 3.4.1). The three phase curves
show a visually apparent phase shift (Demory et al. 2013;
Hu et al. 2015; Shporer & Hu 2015) and two of them are
shown in Fig. 8.
A phase shift was measured for a total of 6 planets
(Angerhausen et al. 2015; Esteves et al. 2015; Shporer
& Hu 2015), and they show a correlation between the
phase shifts direction, or sign, with the planet’s equilib-
rium temperature Teq (Esteves et al. 2015; Parmentier
et al. 2016). That correlation is presented in Fig. 9 which
was adopted from Parmentier et al. (2016). Hotter plan-
ets show maximum flux at an earlier phase than superior
conjunction, as seen in IR phase curves, and cooler plan-
ets show maximum flux at a later phase (including the
two phase curves shown in Fig. 8). The phase shift of
hot planets is explained as thermal emission from a hot
spot eastward of the substellar point, consistent with the
theory of phase shifts seen in IR phase curves. The phase
shift of the cooler planets is explained by increased re-
flectivity in the area westward of the substellar point (a
reflective spot, or optical bright spot), rotating into the
observer’s view later than superior conjunction. The in-
creased reflectively follows from cloud condensation in
the cooler area while the atmosphere is clear in the hot-
ter area (e.g., Demory et al. 2013; Hu et al. 2015; Shporer
& Hu 2015).
The clouds chemical composition is difficult to deter-
mine uniquely with the Kepler data alone. However,
as shown by Parmentier et al. (2016, see also Garcia
Munoz & Isaak 2015 and Oreshenko et al. 2016) can-
didate species can be identified based on 3D global cir-
culation planetary atmosphere models, the atmospheric
Teq, and the measured optical phase shift. Therefore,
broad band optical phase curves can constrain not only
the dynamics and structure of the atmosphere but also
its composition.
3.4. The mass discrepancy
The amplitudes of the two gravitational phase compo-
nents, beaming and ellipsoidal distortion (see Eq. 3 and
Eq. 7, respectively), can each be used to estimate the
companion minimum mass when fitted as independent
parameters. For transiting systems where sin i ≈ 1 these
two estimates should agree with each other. However, for
a growing list of systems it has been shown that the two
mass estimates do not agree. We refer to this disagree-
ment as the mass discrepancy. These systems include
transiting hot Jupiters: TrES-2b (Barclay et al. 2012),
HAT-P-7b (Esteves et al. 2013), Kepler-13Ab (Shporer
et al. 2011; Mazeh et al. 2012; Esteves et al. 2013; Sh-
porer et al. 2014), Kepler-76b (Faigler et al. 2013), and
stellar eclipsing binaries: KOI-74 (Rowe et al. 2010; van
Kerkwijk et al. 2010; Ehrenreich et al. 2011; Bloemen
et al. 2012), KIC 10657664 (Carter et al. 2011), KIC
9164561 (Rappaport et al. 2015). For these systems the
companion mass estimated based on one phase compo-
nent amplitude is not systematically larger or smaller
than the mass estimated based on the other phase com-
ponent amplitude. For some of the systems above the
companion mass was measured using RVs. For those,
the companion mass derived using RVs does not system-
atically agree with the companion mass estimated based
on one of the phase components.
A possible reason for such a mass discrepancy is an
incomplete understanding of the host star since Abeam
and Aellip depend differently on the stellar mass and ra-
dius. However, this is not a likely possibility as the stellar
parameters were estimated using spectroscopy for most
systems mentioned above, and using asteroseismology for
TrES-2 (Barclay et al. 2012) and HAT-P-7 (Van Eylen
et al. 2012). For Kepler-13A the improved stellar param-
eters derived through spectroscopy have indeed brought
the two mass estimates closer but they are still statisti-
cally discrepant (Shporer et al. 2014).
The phase shift of the atmospheric phase component
described in Sec. 3.3 for optical phase curves can cause
a mass estimate discrepancy. As the beaming and atmo-
spheric phase components are the sine and cosine com-
ponents of the same period component, a phase shift in
one component is degenerate with an amplitude shift in
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Figure 8. Two examples of optical planetary phase curves showing maximum flux at a later phase than superior conjunction (secondary
eclipse, phase 0.5). The panels show the phase folded and binned Kepler light curves of Kepler-7b (left; figure adopted from Hu et al. 2015)
and Kepler-41b (right; figure adopted from Shporer & Hu 2015). The y-axes show the flux from the planet, Fp, relative to the flux from
the host star, Fs, in parts per million (ppm), hence it is by definition zero during secondary eclipse when the planet is fully occulted by
the star. The overplotted solid line is the atmospheric model, described in Hu et al. (2015). The model does not include the transit and
the transit data is not plotted. The phase shift between maximum flux and superior conjunction clearly seen in these, and other, optical
phase curves imply an inhomogeneous cloud coverage in the planets’ atmosphere where reflective condensation clouds are located westward
of the substellar point, and the atmosphere east of the substellar point is clear (Demory et al. 2013; Hu et al. 2015; Shporer & Hu 2015;
Parmentier et al. 2016).
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Figure 9. Optical phase shift between the atmospheric phase
component maximum flux and superior conjunction (secondary
eclipse), in degrees, against planetary atmosphere equilibrium tem-
perature calculated assuming all incident flux is thermalized (zero
Bond albedo). The figure shows that results from three separate
studies (see legend) point to a correlation between the two param-
eters. Figure adopted from Parmentier et al. (2016).
both (Esteves et al. 2015; Shporer & Hu 2015; von Paris
et al. 2016). In this scenario the companion mass es-
timated using the photometric beaming amplitude will
be biased. This matches the findings for some of the
star-planet systems mentioned above, namely HAT-P-7b
(Esteves et al. 2013), TrES-2 (Barclay et al. 2012), and
Kepler-76b (Faigler et al. 2013), where the companion
mass was measured using RVs and was found to agree
with the mass estimated based on the ellipsoidal photo-
metric amplitude while it does not agree with the mass
estimated based on the beaming photometric amplitude.
3.4.1. Tidal distortion of non-convective (hot) stars
A phase shift in the atmospheric phase component does
not resolve the mass discrepancy for all systems where it
was identified (listed above). KOI-74 (Rowe et al. 2010;
van Kerkwijk et al. 2010; Ehrenreich et al. 2011; Bloe-
men et al. 2012) is an eclipsing stellar binary composed
of an A-type star and a low-mass hot white dwarf (WD).
Bloemen et al. (2012) showed that the RV-measured mass
ratio is consistent with the estimate based on the beam-
ing photometric amplitude, and inconsistent with (and
twice as large as) the mass ratio derived from the ellip-
soidal amplitude. As discussed by van Kerkwijk et al.
(2010) this is likely to be attributed to the nature of the
primary star. Specifically, the A-type star fast rotation
and lack of a convective zone mean that the equilibrium-
tide approximation — assuming that vertically displaced
fluid at the stellar surface reaches equilibrium — is not
valid. In a study of the ellipsoidal distortion photometric
amplitude of stars across a wide mass range Pfahl et al.
(2008) showed that for hot stars, with M1 > 1.4 M,
the amplitude is expected to be an order of magnitude
or more larger than described in Eq. 7. Still, this does
not explain why for KOI-74 the ellipsoidal distortion am-
plitude predicts a mass ratio that is smaller than the
RV-measured mass ratio and not larger (Bloemen et al.
2012). While this issue is not resolved yet, the findings
of Bloemen et al. (2012) for KOI-74 and of Pfahl et al.
(2008) for hot stars serve as a warning against using el-
lipsoidal distortion amplitudes of hot stars to estimate
mass ratios in binary and star-planet systems.
It is interesting to point out that both KIC 10657664
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(Carter et al. 2011) and KIC 9164561 (Rappaport et al.
2015), two of the eclipsing stellar binaries showing the
mass discrepancy, are also composed of an A-type star
primary and a hot low-mass WD secondary (although in
these two systems the WD is younger and still contract-
ing). While these common properties can help identify
the reason for the mass discrepancy, this notion is dis-
torted by the fact that for KIC 9164561 the RV-measured
mass ratio is consistent with the ellipsoidal amplitude
and not with the beaming amplitude.
In addition, Kepler-13A has an A-type star primary
and the orbit was not measured with RVs (at least not
yet). Therefore, adhering to the warning above we should
consider a scenario where the ellipsoidal amplitude does
not give the correct planet mass (or mass ratio). On the
other hand, following Sec. 3.3 it is also possible that the
beaming amplitude is biased by a phase shift in the at-
mospheric phase component induced by a hot spot. How-
ever, Kepler-13Ab is one of the hottest known gas giant
planets (Shporer et al. 2014) and such planets have been
observed to have inefficient heat distribution from the
day-side to the night-side hemispheres (Cowan & Agol
2011; Perez-Becker & Showman 2013; Heng & Showman
2015; Schwartz & Cowan 2015; Komacek & Showman
2016; Komacek et al. 2017), making a hot spot scenario
unlikely.
Better understanding of the ellipsoidal photometric
amplitude of hot stars can come from studying the phase
curves of a large sample of short period binaries with
an A-type star primary where high-quality space-based
time series photometry is available. In those systems the
mass ratio can be measured using the beaming ampli-
tude, and/or if possible using RVs. Given the expected
RV amplitudes a precision of a few km s−1 is sufficient,
which can be achieved with existing facilities and tech-
niques that are already in use or for example the tech-
nique of Becker et al. (2015) that is oriented towards
measuring RVs of fast rotating stars. Therefore, phase
curves of stellar binaries can be used as a tool in studying
the tidal interaction of hot stars.
4. FUTURE PROSPECTS
4.1. Future space-based photometric monitoring surveys
The study of orbital phase curves, as presented here,
requires high-quality space-based time series photometry,
typically provided by transiting planet surveys. While
a large amount of data was already provided by such
surveys (CoRoT, Kepler, K2), more data is expected to
be delivered in the future by the NASA TESS mission
(Ricker et al. 2014; Sullivan et al. 2015), to be launched in
2018, and the ESA PLATO mission (Rauer et al. 2014),
to be launched in the mid 2020’s. Analysis of future
data will benefit from experience and knowledge gained
through the work done with currently available data.
Fig. 10 shows a simple simulation of the sensitivity of
TESS data to non-transiting low-mass companions. We
used a 2D grid in the M2 − P parameter space where in
each grid position a phase curve signal was injected to
random data with the expected TESS noise level for an
I = 10 mag star (Sullivan et al. 2015). The random data
was generated 100 times and searched for a phase curve
signal. A phase curve was considered as detected when
the strongest periodogram peak was at the injected pe-
riod, and the second strongest peak (ignoring harmonics
of the injected period) was less than half the strength
of the strongest peak. The simulation assumes the host
star is identical to the Sun, the companion has a Jupiter
radius, and the orbital inclination is i = 60 deg. The
simulation uses half an hour exposures, the expected ex-
posure time of the TESS full frame images (Sullivan et al.
2015). This temporal resolution is sufficient for detecting
the phase curves sinusoidal modulation, since for normal
stars the orbital periods are at least an order of magni-
tude longer. The figure shows contours where 90 (dashed
lines) and 99 (solid lines) of the simulations resulted in
recovering the injected signal. The blue lines show the
results for 27.4 days of data, corresponding to the du-
ration of a single TESS observation sector and which
will be obtained for all bright stars throughout the en-
tire sky. The red lines show the results for 1 year of data
(356.2 days, equal to 13 TESS observation sectors), that
will be obtained by TESS for stars close to the celestial
poles (Sullivan et al. 2015).
The simulation results show that TESS data will be
sensitive to massive brown dwarfs at short periods. We
note that the simulation presented in Fig. 10 is simple
and does not account for cases where the star shows stel-
lar variability that is stronger than the orbital phase
curve (generating a periodogram peak that is stronger
than that of the orbital signal), and false positives where
the stellar variability mimics an orbital phase curve sig-
nal. On the other hand, the follow-up of TESS can-
didates will benefit from the availability of Gaia data
(Perryman et al. 2001; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016),
including parallax, spectroscopy, and low-precision RVs,
that will give a better understanding of the host stars and
at least in some cases identify the large RV orbital mod-
ulation of stellar binaries. In addition, TESS targets will
be brighter than Kepler targets, with a magnitude range
of about 8 – 12 mag, so follow-up observations can be
done with smaller telescopes, for example the Las Cum-
bres Observatory network (LCO; Brown et al. 2013), and
the Network of Robotic Echelle Spectrographs (NRES;
Siverd et al. 2016) that will mounted on LCO’s 1 m tele-
scopes during 2017.
Another use of TESS phase curves will be to identify
a false positive scenario where a short period planetary
transit-like signal is caused by a stellar companion whose
mass is measured though the phase curve shape.
The ESA PLATO Mission, scheduled to be launched in
the mid 2020’s, is an ambitious mission that is planned to
have a wide field of view, of 2232 deg2, and high tempo-
ral resolution, of 25 and 2.5 seconds (Rauer et al. 2014).
The planned observing strategy includes two fields with
long duration monitoring of 2-3 years each (i.e. Kepler-
like), and a few fields with short duration monitoring
of 2–5 months each (i.e. K2-like). PLATO will observe
bright stars, similarly to TESS, and the high temporal
resolution will be used for measuring stellar properties
through asteroseismology, including mass, radius, and
age. Therefore, PLATO data quality and volume are
expected to be beyond that of Kepler, while the ground-
based follow-up of candidates (transiting planet candi-
dates and non-transiting candidates detected through or-
bital phase modulations) will be more efficient and can
be done with small telescopes.
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Figure 10. A simple simulation of TESS data sensitivity to or-
bital phase curves as a function of orbital period (x-axis, in days)
and companion mass (y-axis, in Jupiter mass). The simulation as-
sumes a host star identical to the Sun, a companion with a Jupiter
radius, and an orbital inclination of i = 60 deg. The simulation
uses half an hour exposures, as expected for TESS full frame im-
ages (Sullivan et al. 2015). The simulation uses a 2D grid in the
M2 − P parameter space where in each grid point a phase curve
signal is injected to data with the expected TESS noise level for an
I = 10 mag star (Sullivan et al. 2015). The data is generated 100
times and searched for a phase curve signal. The figure shows con-
tours where 90 (dashed lines) and 99 (solid lines) of the simulations
resulted in recovering the injected signal. The blue lines present
the results for data spanning 27.4 days (a single TESS observation
sector), to be obtained by TESS for all bright stars throughout the
entire sky, and the red lines present results for 1 year of data (13
TESS observation sectors), to be obtained by TESS for stars close
to the celestial poles (Sullivan et al. 2015).
4.2. Multi band phase curves
Almost all currently available phase curve data was
measured in a single wide band. However, the phase
curve shape is wavelength dependent. The relative con-
tribution of thermal emission and reflected light to the
atmospheric phase component is wavelength dependent.
In addition, the beaming and ellipsoidal phase compo-
nents also depend on wavelength through the αbeam and
αellip coefficients (see Eq. 6 and Eq. 8).
For atmospheres of cool objects (low-mass stars, brown
dwarfs, and planets) the wavelength dependent phase
curve information (e.g. phase curve amplitude) is sen-
sitive to the atmosphere’s vertical profile, in addition
to the longitudinal information the phase curve holds.
Therefore the phase curve shape as a function of wave-
length can provide information about the atmospheric
structure, dynamics, and composition (e.g., Stevenson
et al. 2014; Parmentier et al. 2016; Oreshenko et al. 2016;
Wong et al. 2016). That information cannot be obtained
from, and is therefore complementary to, transmission
and emission spectroscopy.
For a few hot Jupiter planets the phase curve was mea-
sured in more than a single IR band with Spitzer (Knut-
son et al. 2012; Cowan et al. 2012; Maxted et al. 2013;
Lewis et al. 2013; Wong et al. 2015, 2016). The shape
of a thermal (IR) single-band phase curve is determined
by the longitudinal dependence of the atmospheric tem-
perature and composition. Separating the two requires
additional information such as multi-band phase curves.
In a few of the multi-band IR phase curves obtained
so far (HAT-P-7b, WASP-14b, WASP-19b; Wong et al.
2015, 2016) the emission from the night-side hemisphere
is significantly smaller than theoretical predictions in the
3.6 µm band while significantly larger than the same pre-
dictions in the 4.5 µm band. Such increased opacity in
3.6 µm and decreased opacity in 4.5 µm can be caused
by increased C/O ratio in the planet’s atmosphere com-
pared to the Solar value of ≈ 0.55 (Moses et al. 2013).
A supersolar C/O ratio leads to an increased amount of
CH4 and decreased amount of CO in the planet’s atmo-
sphere (Moses et al. 2013). CH4 has a vibrational band
at 3.6 µm, explaining the increased opacity, while CO has
a vibrational band at 4.5 µm, explaining the decreased
opacity. A supersolar C/O ratio can also explain the low
water abundance identified for some hot Jupiters, as de-
scribed by Moses et al. (2013). Future observations will
test the increased C/O ratio hypothesis.
So far the phase curve of only a single planet, HAT-
P-7b, was measured in both the optical (Kepler) and
IR (Spitzer 3.6 µm and 4.5 µm bands; Wong et al.
2016). The Kepler data shows a phase curve maxi-
mum earlier than the secondary eclipse, indicating an
eastward shifted hotspot and thermal emission dominat-
ing reflected light in the optical phase curve of this hot
Jupiter (Esteves et al. 2015; Faigler & Mazeh 2015). The
Spitzer data is less sensitive to such an offset and no sta-
tistically significant offset is measured in both IR bands
(Wong et al. 2016).
A first (and so far only) spectroscopic phase curve,
where a spectrum was measured throughout the entire
orbital phase, was obtained by Stevenson et al. (2014) for
WASP-43b at 1.1 – 1.7 µm using HST WFC3. That work
exemplified the potential of spectroscopic phase curves
in characterizing the planet’s atmosphere. By measuring
the wavelength dependency of the phase curve ampli-
tude and the shift between phase of maximum light and
secondary eclipse Stevenson et al. (2014) were able to in-
vestigate WASP-43b atmospheric pressure-temperature
profile, global energy budget, and chemical composition.
They concluded that it has a relatively low Bond albedo
of 0.18+0.07−0.12, similar to estimates for other hot Jupiters,
a highly inefficient heat redistribution from the day to
night hemispheres (day-night luminosity difference > 20
at 1σ), and that water vapor is present in the pressure
regions probed by their data.
Future exoplanet characterization missions, like the
proposed FINESSE, EChO, and ARIEL missions (Deroo
et al. 2012; Tinetti et al. 2015, 2016), will be able to
measure spectroscopic phase curves with a high spectral
resolution across a wide wavelength range from the opti-
cal to the IR. Unlike current space-based facilities (HST,
Spitzer) such missions will be specifically designed for
this task and will have the telescope time to measure
the spectroscopic phase curve for a sample of planets.
Phase curve observations are obviously much more time
consuming than transmission and emission spectroscopy
hence targets will need to be selected carefully. Al-
though, in some circumstances, such as atmospheres with
a high mean molecular weight (Koll & Abbot 2016), the
transmission spectroscopy signal is expected to be small
compared to the phase curve signal, requiring repeated
transit observations and using a similar amount of time
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as for measuring the phase curve (Koll & Abbot 2016).
A possible way to reduce the amount of time needed
for measuring a phase curve is to observe the phase
curve intermittently and not continuously, as explored
for Spitzer by Krick et al. (2016, see also Cowan et al.
2007; Crossfield et al. 2010). Future general-purpose
space telescopes like the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST; Gardner et al. 2006; scheduled to be launched
in October 2018) will also be capable of measuring a
spectroscopic phase curve (e.g., Beichman et al. 2014;
Cowan et al. 2015), by combing data from different in-
struments to get a wide wavelength coverage. Although
it is not likely that time on JWST will be awarded to
observe more than very few phase curves, JWST will be
launched in the near future, years before any exoplanet
characterization mission is launched. Hence JWST will
have the opportunity to obtain the best spectroscopic
phase curves for the next few years if not longer. For
example, it will be able to test the enhanced C/O ratio
hypothesis mentioned above.
Interestingly, some wavelength information can be ob-
tained by comparing Kepler and TESS phase curves of
the same objects, since the transmission curves of the two
instruments only partially overlaps (Placek et al. 2016).
While TESS goes deeper into the red end of the visible
wavelength range Kepler goes deeper in the blue end.
5. SUMMARY
The field of (continuous) optical time series photome-
try is now at its golden age, manifested by the continuum
of space-based photometric surveys, spanning from the
concluded CoRoT and Kepler missions, through the on-
going K2 mission, to the near-future TESS mission and
far-future PLATO mission. The study of orbital phase
curves takes advantage of the high data quality and the
scientific opportunities they unveil.
As shown here orbital phase curves in the optical can
be a used as an astrophysical tool, especially in areas
where the traditional tools and approaches have proved
inefficient, such as the study of short-period low-mass
companions to hot stars and the study of short-period
brown dwarf companions around stars across the main
sequence. Those phase curve-based methods are now be-
ing developed and perfected.
However, at the same time these applications have
proven that at least in some cases the understanding
of the phase curve shape is incomplete. While that
warrants caution it is also an opportunity to learn new
science. Therefore going forward orbital optical phase
curves should be considered as a useful astrophysical tool
on one hand, and on the other hand a subject of detailed
study in their own right.
Current and future surveys are expected to deliver
more high quality broad band data and spectroscopic
data that will lead the field of orbital phase curves from
its current infancy to adulthood.
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